
uring 1997 the Mattel company was
embroiled in multiple legal actions,
leading the company to be described as
"mcreasingly litigious".1 Creative
reworkings of Barbie on the intemet
provoke censorship, as they irresistibly

slide towards critical irony, parody and queering, where the doll's
image interrogates domestic values, rather than promotes family
life. Anarchic sexual humour is a key area of dispute between
toymakers (Le. read as having a particularly wholesome
relationship to childhood) and artists. Stereotypes are U.I1der siege
from all possiblllties, on grounds of class, sexuality and sexual
orientation. Lists of "realIstic" Barbies are compiled "Barbies for
the '90s" - (an Australian web site) and "Barbies that Need to be

Made" include l

'Divorced Barbie'
(comes with all of Ken's accessories)
'Battered Wife Barbie'
(comes with a restraining order to serve on Ken)
'Barbie Bobbitt'
(with knife Ken better had watch out)
'Butt Pirate Ken and Friends'

'Child Molester Ken'
'Prostate Cancer Ken'

'Nicole Simpson Barbie'

'Steroid Ken'
'Acid Trip Ken'

'Phone Sex Barbie'
'MenslruationlPMS Barbie'
'Midlife Crisis Barbie'

These fictional Barbles perform the dark tabloid side of
suburbia, as well as dysfunctional sexual behaviours. On the
intemet the suburban middle class world is not one of sexual
denial and repression, but one where the unspeakable can raise a
laugh or two. Here sexual performers like Child Molester Ken and
Phone Sex Barbie meet on equal terms with the banal and
bourgeois predicaments of Prostate Cancer Ken or Midlife Crisis
Barbie.

Parody also surfaces m urban myths which spin a queer
identity for both Ken and Barbie. In private imagination and
games, the 'queering' of Barbie and associates has taken place
since the earliest appearances of the dolls from 1959 onwards.
However Barbie and Ken play a sigruficant and much loved role
in post-Stonewall gay and lesbian culture. Ironically, however
much Mattel targets artistic reinterpretations WIth sexual values
that it regards as inappropriate, its own merchandise has fuelled
the fire. Most notorious is 'Cock Ring Ken', the popular nickname
for 'Earrmg Magic Ken' of 1993. With blonde streaked hair, a
lavender outfit featuring a string mesh vest and a silver ring on a
pendant around his neck, he was immediately identified as gay.
This Ken has been the greatest seller yet of the line.J Since the mid
19705 Barbie's wardrobe increasingly embraced. the perennial look
of the drag queen, which exists beyond fashionable seasonal
change. Barbie may well be too perfectly dressed and coordinated

to be a mere straight woman. Fabrics and finishes, such as
feathered headdresses and corsages, lames, shiny stretch
synthetics, beaded trims and diamante all are drawn from the
drag oeuvre. With £inn 'perfect' breasts, wide shoulders and slim
hips, the doll's body could be that of a drag queen.'
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Some Mattel products positioned Barbie and her 'best friend'
Midge in an intimate friendship. Freckle-faced, broad-cheeked
Midge appears to be the dominant one of the pair. Midge's box lid
of c.1963, whilst it presents Midge in the traditional model's
contrapposto, clearly images Barble, lingering in the background,
softer and more feminine in her dress, as intimately connected to
Midge and also subservient to her. Truncatmg the same artv.rork
on the Barbie and Midge 'Travel Pals' hatbox fixes the two young
women, forehead to forehead into even more mtimate a space.
With the lower half of the picture now cropped, the hand which
caresses Barble's chin reads as Midge's and the shading at the
bottom of the drawing easily reads as a strange hand-like shape
cupping MIdge's breast.sThe use of the flesh tone U\ the printing
further supports the identification of the shading as a hand. The
1964 Skipper box lid makes the sexual politics clear in its drawing
of a beach scene. Barbie is COYI seductive and seated on the sand in
a position of inferiority whilst Midge stands her ground with the
broad stride and confident aggression of Holbein's Henry the
Eighth. Skipper in the foreground is the object of Midge's
masculinizing, controlling, ordering gaze as much as Barbie, and
as much as the outsider looking on. The elegance and poise is
familiar from the covers of sensational lesbian paperbacks of the
period and from her first 1959 wardrobe onwards Barbie was
issued with glamorous nylon underwear that recalled such
images. Here are the elegant cultured lesbians played in the 1940s
and 1950s by Anne Bancroft 1I1 All About Eve or Lauren Bacall in
Young Man with AHorn. They dressed in glamorous feminine
dress and -like Barbie - kept themselves in some style without
male guidance figures.

During 1997 Mattel, through a series of legal actions, sought to
stop indIVIduals and finns in America and Europe using Barbie
dolls and "the Barbie image". These moves include a writ against
the Barbie collector magazine Mdler's Market Report for
photographs showing the doll 'smoking' and 'drmking'; and a
writ issued against car manufacturer Nissan regarding an
advertisement that showed what appeared to be a Barble doll
hitchhiking, and being picked up in a toy car looking like a
Nissan, by a male doll looking like the gung-ho G I. )oe.' In late
1997 Mattel sent letters to a number of deSIgners and WrIters of
intemet sites that were regarded as violatmg their copyright of
Barbie. Concern seemed to target sites maintained by artists and
art spaces, frequently Involving sexual or queer narratives such as
"Barbie und Ken Sind HN Positiv".7

The Danish band Aqua's somewhat mesmerizing Abba-esque
hit 'Barbie Girl' occasioned a major dispute between Mattel and
MCA recordings, which even reached the Australian press.~This

case shows clearly how sexual content is central to the anxIeties.
The manufacturers expressed horror at the song's suggestive

lyrics ("You can undress me everywhere ... Kiss me here, touch
me there ... I can beg on my knees"), but MCA and Aqua insisted
that 'Barbie Gul' was intended as social commentary. The band's
Saren Rasted told the Chicago Sun-Times "The song isn't about the
doll, it's about the plastic world we live in."9

At dispute is the sexual energy woven by the song, seen as
inconsistent WIth Barbie's status as well·loved toy.

Just like Pamela and Tommy Lee, it's a tough world for yOlmg,
beautiful couples who just want to party and be left alone. rake
Barbie and Ken. Sure, sure they're just dolls, but someone's always
messing WIth their good names. Most recently, the Danish quartet
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Aqua recorded 'Barbie Girl' - an international hit dishing the dirt on
the two plastic miniattues, So toymaker Mattel ... filed suit
September 14lli [19971 asainst Aqua's record company, MCA
claiming that the dance tune associates "sexual and other unsavoury
themes" with its Barbie products. 1n

Sexual content in doll Images seems to provide perennial
grounds for contestation. An earlier legal judgment ruled that
erotic lesbian photographs posed by Barbie dolls must be reduced
to mere silhouettes when publIshed on the internet.
Still they were effective enough to cause a doubletake as the
viewer worked out just where each tiny stiletto heeled shoe
appeared. Recent searching suggests that tillS collection of
silhouettes which was extremely famous about two years ago and
repeated through a number of mlHor sites is no longer available.

Mattel's frequent recourse to legal action to regulate usage of its
product reflects a currently evolving struggle around popular
culture and its consumers. ll Internet SItes celebrating television
series and films take up given narratives and multiply content and
possibilities. The site devoted to the adventures of 'Xena and
Barbie'lZ would be typica1. Here new adventures, within the genre
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established by the original, are written and illustrated with
photomontages. Whilst it would be foolish to argue that these
controversies overturn standard capitalist hierarchIes, as power
rests firmly with the status quo, at the same time the unofficial
developments of given productions suggest that any successful
marketing campaign raises the threat of the consumers' potential
to run away with the product on terms vastly different to those
envisaged by the marketer. Therefore consumers' burgeoning
desires must be policed before they grow out of hand. Mattel's
position is unusual m the context of the general debate regarding
who shapes content: fans or sellers. They also target rival
multinational firms such as Nlssan and MeA, as well as wilful
private citizens.

Owners of product see fans only as potential consumers: more
'fans' mean more sales. However fans see themselves differently.
Fandom is not passive receptiVity, but catalyses their creative
energies, encouraging varying degrees of satire or critical
deconstruction. This creative activity is open to all with access to
the internet, unlike more traditIOnal media. Fandom's defenders
credit the phenomenon with greater cultural influence and
relevance than is usually accorded in art critical writing. The
obsessive love of the 'fan' can create a new dynamic for a creative
product and keep it alive when first rejected by the mainstream, as
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happened most famously with Star TrekY In short, cult popularity
can be an alternative route to the canon, beyond the academy.

As well as shutting down sites to which they object, Mattel has
appeared to shortcut queer takes by normalizmg their dolls'
images. To this end the 'new' Barbie premiered to much publicity
in 1998 can be read. The changed body shape, smaller breasts,
wider waists, now widely lauded as a healthy move towards a
more 'normal' Barbie, a rapprochement with feminist and pro
family discourses, is also unmistakably femm.ine. Less publicized
are the new broad hips. As noted previously the broad shoulders
and thin hips of original Barbie bodies can be read as a
transvestite body In the melting pot of 905 gender, Mattel also
seeks to embrace elements of greater plurality of sex roles. The
1997 Ken who carnes his younger brother Tomrny in a baby sling
1. represents a conscious attempt by Mattel to position their dolls
as socially progressive in contemporary terms, by denoting male
hgures as responsIble for childcare. Providing Ken with a baby
brother to look after reiterates his integration into the heterosexual
family and therefore presumably 'straightens' him. Popular taste
and corporate anxieties work in the opposite directions. In a small
and lighthearted way the disputes over Barbie mirror anxieties
about regulating and policing 'correct' sexual behaviours.

I've saw it before, I'll say it again. What is going on wilh ,'&lttel' I'm
all for protecting trademarks, copyrights, patents, etc. etc. etc. But
surely Matte! must realise tlult their actions of late fulVe made them
look ... petty, al best. Isic] So why is Matlelso worried' I can only
presume that in an effort to protect their #1 sellmg toy, they've lost
track of reality. Our very nation was bUIlt upon the bedrock offree
speech. Parody, and the re~distribution of informntion are all apart of
that. Napier, Nissan and Aqua are guilty of nothing more than a
little bit of satire ... Mattel needs to lighten up, lake amoment for a
reality check, and remember that when you're #1, you're abig target.
Be flattered. After all, we don't hear anyone singing about Cindy ..
now do we?15
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I'm not really interested here in the legal definitions of
what constitutes pornography; but in definitions that
come into play when material deemed 'pornographic'
appears in the public domain, in places like an art gallery.
\tVhat is interesting, for instance, is that the discussion in
defence of the work of American photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe, when it was deemed to be obscene, and
therefore illegal, almost: entirely rested on his work
conforming to the classlcalldeals of 'high art'. And it's not
incorrect to speak about his work in these terms: "It is
without incident or anecdote that these flowers, like these
unaroused genitals, are presented: not as dramatic power
but as lyric potentiality - as what Valery, speaking of the
effect of light upon the sea, calls 'a mass of calm and
visible reserve."'l What 1find amusing is that
Mapplethorpe's photograph of a man's anus being
penetrated by another man's fist and arm can be made to
conform to the same explanation, one that seems to be
based solely on aesthetic values.

We know that Robert Mapplethorpe's work is
important and significant art. But ideally this evaluation
should not be based on its aesthetic merits alone. The
value of his work has as much to do with its political
import, its representation of particular subcultures at a
particular moment in time, as well as the value of his own
persona, and his skilful and unique artistic style.

The problem for me in reducing Mapplethorpe's work
to questlOns of aesthetics (granted, it was a fair way to
defend his work in the late 19805) is that such arguments
can be applied to a broad range of so-called pornographic
material. The formal arrangement of a page from any
adult magazine can be defended in the same way.
Pornography can (and often does) operate within an
aesthetic of its own. Apart from its poli tical significance,
its reflection of culture is valid and illuminating. As the
American art writer Eleanor Heartney elegantly put it:

The pornography issue brings to the fore a baSIC American
uneasiness with sexuality, with non-conformity; with the
existence of marginal groups and behaviours, with so-called
'deviant' philosophies. It encapsulates our unresolved
conflicts over the nature of liberty, democracy, social
consensus, and community.!
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